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EDITORS’ NOTE

The Carl was established in 1999 as The
Carletonian’s biweekly arts and culture supplement.
It is published the Friday of second, fourth, sixth
and eight week.

Please send all inquiries, letters-to-the-editor, care
packages, etc. to:

The Carl / Carletonian Office
Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057

We are excited to lead you boldly into 5th week.
We are full of stale chips and mediocre salsa. We
have more journalistic integrity than The USA Today.
We are... the editors of The Carl.
Here at our esteemed biweekly, tucked inside the

supple folds of The Carletonian, we appreciate the
finer things in life. We drink high-quality beers (see
page 5); we watch only the grittiest of westerns (page
18); and we use only the best-constructed of flow
charts to decide whether we should hook up again
with the same person (page 8).
We also believe in sacrificing for the greater good,

whether this means helping to sandbag along the
Cannon River, or working late into the night to bring
you the luscious, informative publication now resting
in your hands. Or possibly on a table.
Yes, we’ve certainly all learned that life can pitch

a mean curveball (and that Lily can write a mean
baseball metaphor), whether it’s a river in your back-
yard that wasn’t there last night, or Bon Appétit ban-

ning sweet music from the LDC (page 4). Or being
saddled with the responsibility and the unbridled,
corrupting power that comes with editing a small col-
lege arts & lit publication. (To all those we’ve tram-
pled in our rush to the top, we’re sorry.)
But when life throws curveballs, you’ve gotta strike

back! (Andreas also writes baseball metaphors.)
Intrepid college students join hands with locals to
foil the fiendish schemes of Mother Nature. And Carl
editors write line after line of shameless fluff to com-
bat the daunting amount of empty space on the
masthead.
We’re proud of what we have accomplished. We

stand by The Carl, just as we stand by you, dear read-
er. Stay strong: midterm break is only seven days
away.
The two. The proud. The Carl editors.

~Andreas and Lily, the eds
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“Professor Marfleet (Poly Sci)...
He’s the most likely to enjoy it.”

-Nick Hud ‘11

THE PHOTO POLL

If You Could
Ice a

Professor, Who
Would it Be?

“Stephan Zweiifel (Bio)... He
Seems like he’d be chill.”
-Stephanie Kravitz ‘13

“Joel Weisberg (Astro)... He’d
take it in stride.”
-Elliot Johnson ‘13

“Oska Sango (Religion)...
It would be funny.”
-Ali Melton ‘11

“Lauren Feiler (Economics)...
We were just talking about

this!”
-Boye Akinwande ‘11

THE SCHILLOMETER

Lost the stadium, but won the
game! Go Knights!

Frenchy gets censored.

Mark Zuckerberg getting even more
media attention...

Elliot Spitzer has a show on
CNN and Ashley Dupre has a
sex column in the NY Post.

Twins in the playoffs!

The man in this photo is Kenneth E. Bonds. Kenneth is 45 years old, lives
in Memphis Tennessee, and does not like sagging pants. In fact, Kenneth
hates sagging pants so much that he went out of his way to accost to male
teens whose pants were particularly saggy. The two young men were on their
way to by some candy when Kenneth began to argue with them. When they
refused to pull up their slacks, Kenneth brandished a
semi-automatic pistol and threatened to shoot. Being a
man of his word, he then proceeded to fire upon the
teens, missing once before hitting a 17 year old in the
left buttock as he attempted to flee. Luckily, the bullet
exited through the thigh and no serious damage was
done. Kenneth E. Bonds hates baggy pants. On Monday,
he was released from prison on a $25,000 bond, pre-
pared to patrol the streets once again in search of sag-
ging offenders. So, if you find yourself walking around in
southeast Memphis make sure that you make use of your
belt. If someone yells at you to pull up your pants, do it,
or you will be shot in the ass.

BY DAN ANTOYSK AND RACHEL FEINBERG

If You’re Pants Ride Low, You Gotta Lay Low!

THE TOP FIVE

Reasons to Go to Convo
1. Because you care about the world, even the
world beyond Carleton

2. Impress your professors

3. When you’re 40 you’ll be glad you did

4. It’s free

5. Intellecual curiosity

The Pants Shooter
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As one of the few students who chose to
attend the inauguration of our new president
last weekend, I witnessed a head-to-head face-
off between Carleton and our neighbor across
the river. Rare is the opportunity to see a com-
parison between Carleton and St. Olaf that so
clearly exemplifies the difference between our
colleges, as did the speeches by our respective
presidents. As almost anyone would agree, both
Carleton and St. Olaf provide a high quality res-
idential liberal arts education. For every
strength a Carl can list about his alma mater, an
Ole can list an equally important asset of his or
hers.

Before the inauguration address the President
of St. Olaf, David Anderson, shared some brief
words. President Anderson told a story about the
early years of the colleges, the moral of which
was that the schools should continue working
together whenever appropriate. I’m not trying to
say that President Anderson was a poor public
speaker, but he came across as average. I was
left with the impression that he was probably a
first-rate administrator, but there was no piz-
zazz, no inspiration.
In contrast, our new president truly shined. I

came into that day’s festivities underwhelmed
by Stevie P’s words at opening convocation, yet
left confident that he would be taking the col-
lege to new and exiting places. What was the
cause for this quick about-face? Well, President
Poskanzer was special. I will admit, listening to
him speak I would sometimes get a little lost.
His convo speech had a couple of main points
followed by several poorly defined sub-points
that sometimes lasted for several minutes, mak-
ing it difficult for anyone to follow along.

Nonetheless, I was drinking the Kool-Aide. I
wasn’t always sure where President P. was in his
speech, but I left damn sure that he would be
able to meet the goals and expectations that he
put forward.
Last weekend, Stevie P. made me proud to be

a Carl. As put by senior Aaron Bernhardt; one
school has a substance-free leader, while the
other has a President of substance. To quote my
favorite line from our new leader last weekend,
“At Carleton we are used to doing more with
less, let’s try doing more with more.”
Make it rain Stevie P.
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A Presidential Contest

Bon Appétit Management Comments on Frenchy Censorship
BY DAN ANTOSZYK

BY ERIK ANDERSON

President Anderson makes a speech
about something bureaucratic

President Poskanzer looks at you in a
knowing and whimsical fashion

Last year, students could look forward to music
in the East Dining Hall brought to them compli-
ments of Frenchy and his Hello Kitty boom box.
The Carl even profiled Frenchy’s favorite tunes
and later published his personal thank you letter
when he was invited to guest judge at the battle
of the bands. Unfortunately, this year the card-
swiping station is silent. This sad development
was foreshadowed last winter term, when a music
moratorium was enforced due to what appeared to
be the competing tastes of Frenchy and those
manning the pasta bar station. Due to a blitz of
student comment cards, the management decid-
ed to restore Frenchy’s privilege, only to take it
away again this summer. But why? I called the
Bon Appetite regional headquarters to find out.
I’ll admit that I went into the interview with a

self-righteous mindset. I would set those Bon Ap
big-wigs straight and force those corporate fat-

cats in charge to come face to face with the inhu-
manity of their policy. I spoke first with a name-
less secretary and then with “Mary.” Finally, I
was put in touch with Peter Toi. Peter Toi quick-
ly grew rather curt when I asked him how he
spelled his last name, and asked what was the
purpose of my call. His response went something
like this, “Well, this is not so much a Bon Appétit
policy as much as a business policy in general. It
simply not permitted for employees to be listen-
ing to music on their iPods or otherwise for vari-
ous reasons. After all, it may distract them from
the task at hand, and what if people have com-
peting tastes? The workplace needs to be a safe
and respectful environment for everyone blah
blah blah… Also, there are legal ramifications.
Usually when there is music it is played over a
loudspeaker system and the company can right-
fully pay the fees, I think they are called ASCAP

fees, to make sure that the artists are compen-
sated. Now look, we really appreciate what
Carleton does to make its dining halls fun and
accessible and we work hard to fit into the com-
munity blah blah blah… so you have to under-
stand where we are coming from.”

After asking him a few more questions it
became clear that Peter Toi and I were not mak-
ing any progress and that even if we ever met in
a different context, we would probably not be
friends. The moral of the story is that change will
not happen on its own. Frenchy cares a whole lot
about this, for it was as dining hall DJ that he
became more a part of Carleton community than
Peter Toi will ever be. So, if you can take the
time, write a comment card, join the online peti-
tion, and bother Dan Bergeson. Let’s show
Frenchy that we got his back.
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Boys on Beer: Four Elements of the
Carleton Beer Experience

BY DAN DEROSHA AND GALEN GORSKI

While shamelessly hitting on a freshman at the last Hill House shebang, we couldn't help but be surprised by her assessment of the drinks on
hand. "I didn't really drink in high school, but I really like this, " she said, holding a half empty can of Milwaukee’s Best. Swept back into our own
alcohol-ridden daze that was freshman year, we recalled the slow process of discovering the finer offerings of beer
at Carleton. Now, as devilishly handsome and sparsely bearded sophomores, we have developed more refined
palates for beer (in addition to our budding cases of cirrhosis). In a noble effort to promote responsible con-
sumption on campus, we humbly offer our opinions on the top four beers commonly found here.

Beer 30: Awful tasting and probably carcinogenic, this beer barely made the list because it so scarcely
resembles a potable drink. This is not a beer to be sipped (or tasted), it is more of a beer to be shot-gunned in
the nearest bathroom stall. It's time to rethink your options if you find yourself cracking a Beer 30 sober. If you
intend to serve Beer 30 to guests, be certain they're well on their way.

Milwaukee's Best: Though hardly a step up from Beer 30, this one does come from a legitimate brewery.
Commonly found in beer pong games and foaming on the floor of Crack House, Milwaukee's is best used for
drinking games and chasing shots of Karkov. Don't let the superlative fool you--it's nowhere near the best that
Milwaukee has to offer.

Pabst Blue Ribbon: In a league truly of its own, this beer ostensibly won the title of "World's Best" at the
Columbian Exposition (WTF?) in 1893; the truth of this claim is much disputed among beer connoisseurs every-
where. Nevertheless, with a winning combination of affordability and drinkability Pabst has everything you might
want and then some. Although a fitting companion to a lonely night spent on first libe, it's best enjoyed in more
sociable settings: between friends on a Friday night or nursed pensively in the back of Olin 149 during 2a. Pabst
has broad social appeal; whether you identify with the Parliament smoking hipster, the gun totting redneck, or
the broke college student, you're sure to find good company with this brew in hand.

Bottled Beer: If you happen to find yourself with a bottled brew of any sort, you either stole from an unsus-
pecting upperclassman or raided your parents' fridge. Regardless of the source, enjoy it; drinking a bottled beer is
akin to receiving oral sex while on MDMA. Keep in mind ecstasy is scarce at Carleton, and these moments are few and far between.

Brewers on Beer

Learn more about the Three Oaks
Brewery on page 6!

There’s a growing brewing movement. Here are some beer favorites of the guys at Carleton’s own Three Oaks Brewery:

Satchel Kaplan-Allen (‘13):
Nationally known as a top craft brewery, just a cou-
ple hours from DC Dog Fish Head. 90 min IPA

Flying dog- everything they make is good.
Favorite college beer: Coors Light

Understanding IPAs:
IPA stands for India Pale Ale
The number following “IPA” is the amount of min-
utes for the final brew.

Jake Kring (‘10):
Saisons, Chocolate Stouts. I don't really like Lagers,
except for Yuengling

Alex Heid (‘11):
I like traditional beers, I am not the biggest fan of
the new American Lager movement, too hoppy for
my taste. I like european lagers, creamy pubs, sum-
mer beers, but my favorite is Oktoberfest styles.

Joe Decker (‘12):
My favorite kinds of beer are stouts and porters,
dark ales. I am from St. Louis, the home of
Budweiser, so I do have a soft spot for the
Clydesdales. Pretty much all beer is watered down
lager.

Glossary:
Ale: Brewed from malted barley with warm fermenta-
tion with a strain of yeast. Sweet and full bodied in
taste, often with added hops to add a bitter flavor.
Lager: Brewed for a longer time and lower tempera-
ture than ales. They are the most widely consumed
kind of beer and are generally less flavorful than ales.
Saison: Low alcohol pale ales, considered by many
as refreshing.
Porter: Dark, strong beer made from malt or barley,
hops, water and yeast.
Stout: Stout used to be an adjective to describe
porters, but then someone made a porter so dark it
became a noun.
Oktoberfest Style: aka Märzen, a full bodied lager
first made in Bavaria.

COMPILED BY RACHEL FEINBERG



Beer is central to the social life of many a Carl.
It is served in all sorts of social settings from large
school-wide events such as Rottblatt, to small
dorm room chill sessions. Usually this beer is pur-
chased at Northfield Liquor, Firehouse, or on
occasion, somewhere in the Cities. However, there
has been a growing movement of students who are
opting to make their own beer instead. Most of
these operations are rather low key and occur in
individual rooms, but there is one group that
brews outside the dorms doing so with creativity
and a strong sense of community.
The Three Oaks Brewery started four years ago.

Jake Kring (‘10) Travis Drake (‘10) and Colin
Bottles (‘09) managed to work out a deal with
some upperclassmen living on 4th and College
(formerly Otter House) to use their kitchen to brew
beer and their pantry to ferment it. Kring says,
“the arrangement worked out swimmingly for both
parties involved,” as the freshmen had a place to
develop their brewing skills and the upperclass-
men received free beer in return.
Last year, Kring had the “cockamamie idea” of

applying for school funding his venture. After a
successful petition, the Three Oaks Brewery
entered its current, more official status of opera-
tion, including about $900 of funding, a charter,
and a page on the school website.
(http://apps.carleton.edu/student/orgs/threeoaks/)
The charter called for a number of different lead-
ership positions that were filled by new brewers,
and several students that Kring had personally
brought on board. These young men are still at
Carleton and have successfully kept things run-
ning since his departure.

One of these brewers is Alex Heid (‘11) who is
currently the brewery’s chief engineer and secre-
tary. As Chief Engineer, Heid is in charge of “the
physical brewery and its function and develop-
ment.” As Secretary, he is in charge of the budg-
et and works with the Brew Master on program-
ming.

The current Brew Master is Joe Decker (‘12),
who like Heid, first became a part of the Three
Oaks Brewery last year. He brings a good deal of
previous brewing experience and exposure to the
table. His father brews beer, and Decker claims,
“I’ve been into beer since I had my memory.”
(Which was before he ever even sampled this
beer.) Decker is also a native of St. Louis, the
home of Budweiser, and “has a soft spot for the
Clydesdales,” but admits that he prefers darker
beers like stouts and porters. These are the kinds
of beer that Decker and the rest of the Hill of

Three Oaks team make and in the process they
combine elements science and sustainability.

Science

Before the foam of a cool brew reaches your lips
or even its final container, a number of scientific
processes must first take place. To oversee these
processes, Three Oaks Brewery has its own
chemist, Cody Finke (’12). Kring approached
Finke last spring because he is a Chemistry major
and the brewers were in need of someone who
could “care for their yeast”. Coincidentally Finke
worked in a yeast genetics lab and happily accept-
ed their offer. Cody took several 5mL samples
from Kring’s beer during spring term. He plated
100 microliters on a plate and let them grow for
2 days at 30 degrees Celsius. He picked a pure
colony from the dish and re-suspended it in 5mL
of YEPD broth (a complete medium for yeast
growth). Next, he collected the yeast, analyzed it
under a microscope to check for purity, and froze
it at -80° C in glycerol. Two days before the yeast
is ready, Cody uses a sterile toothpick to pluck a
small amount from his freezer stock. He then
streaks it on a YEPD plate to re-check for purity
and to grow it in a large culture in liquid 2X YEPD
media. He grows about 500mL of highly concen-
trated yeast. The yeast used for beer is called
PACMAN which is less alcohol tolerant than
yeasts for wine or cider, but also very fast. With
Cody on board, the “brewery will never have to buy
new yeast... saving money and will be keeping it
local!”

Even though he is admittedly not a huge beer
drinker himself, Finke explains, “My favorite thing
is the science behind the brewing. I like under-
standing why natural processes work.”

Sustainability

The yeast, grown in
Hulings, is not the only
local ingredient used
by the brewers. Satchel
Kaplan-Allen, the
brewery’s Local
Ambassador, is in
charge of relations with
the Carleton and
greater Northfield com-
munity. He points out
how this fall’s High
Water Pumpkin Ale

was made with pumpkins from a local patch. Last
spring’s Rotblatt Campfire Ale used juniper
berries and spruce tips from outside of Nourse.

The brewers have plans to become even more
self-sustainable and intensify with a greater focus
on local produce. On the horizon is an Iron Chef
event, which is an opportunity for such initiatives.
At this event the Pumpkin Ale will be unveiled
and chefs will be challenged to prepare a meal
that successfully complements it. Kaplan-Allen
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Science, Sustainability, and Beer: Three Oaks Brewery
BY RACHEL FEINBERG

-80° fridge with yeast in it!

Local Ambassador, Satchel Kaplan-Allen. Photo
courtesy of Satchel Kaplan-AllenCody the chemist



wants to see if the event can “get sponsored by
local growers providing meat, eggs, etc. If every
ingredient came from 50 miles from Carleton, that
would be something to be proud of.” There are not
only possibilities of local growers getting more
involved in the brewery, but also possibilities of
the brewers getting more involved in growing.
Brew Master Decker hopes to plant hops in the
spring making the brewery more self-sustainable.

Beer

The Three Oaks Brewery team tries to come
together twice a term to “make full bodied tasty
ales, match seasons and local produce and to

catch student interest.” This
autumn’s beer was the “High
Water Pumpkin Ale,” brewed at
4th and College, the original
home of Three Oaks Brewery.
Decker explains that the house
provides all the physical essen-
tials of brewing: “Sink, faucet
and preferably a kitchen.” This
past Fall, the actual brewing took
place on the back porch of the
house. Decker acknowledges that
the cold Minnesota winter brings
challenges because they “have to
get water and port to certain tem-
peratures, 170° and then boil-
ing,” during the brewing process.

The brewers provide the four
essentials of beer: water, grains,
hops and yeast, as well as other
produce and seasonings. Kring

says that the Rotblatt Campire Ale “tasted
like the Hill of Three Oaks.” Another beer,
Decker’s favorite thus far, was last year’s
Chocolate Pear Stout. Most flavoring does not
come into play until the very end of the brewing
process. After the more scientific elements comes
what Decker sees as the most glorious part of the
brewing experience. “The last five minutes of the
boil is when you get to customize your beer. You
add the spices and the aroma hops—the specific
flavors of your beer, picking different grains and
venturing away from recipes by making your own.”

The Three Oaks Brewery team has an appreci-
ation for this process beyond just the science and
steps. Kaplan-Allen loves how, “Brewing is a great

way to set aside an entire day to be lazy, but be
entirely productive at the same time.” Brewing
combines elements of science and creativity for a
purely non-academic, fun, and delectable prod-
uct. Taste is the sense tickled once the beer in
completed, but Kring (who plans to continue on
brewing in California where he now lives) simply
cites “the smell” of brewing as his favorite part.
Here, Kring is getting at something that often is
forgotten about the process. Amid all the com-
plexity of flavoring and science behind it, the final
ends are libations with aromas and flavors for the
most basic of senses to relish.

Drake and Kring brewing in ‘06. Photo Courtesy of
Jake Kring
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The Chief Engineer, Alex Heid, at work. Photo
courtesy of Satchel Kaplan-Allen

Left: Brew Master Joe Decker with Assitant Brew Master Ben Walker. Right: The Pumpkin Ale brew at 15 minutes. Photos Courtesy of Satchel Kaplan-Allen
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Friends, we at The Carl
understand your need to hook up.
Sometimes randomly, sometimes
obsessively… Who are we to judge?
The problem is what comes next.
After sharing a passionate moment
with a possibly special someone,
the best course of action can be
unclear, and we would like to help.
Another hook-up, or was once
enough? Cut out the following flow
chart. Stick it to your mini-fridge. It
is specifically designed for college
students and guaranteed to guide
you through any post-hook-up sce-
nario possible. All decisions are
based on a thorough analysis of
context and the twelve principles of
successful hook ups. The dashed
lines are NO and the solid lines are
YES. Good luck.

FLOW JOB: DIVING IN FOR SECONDS?

BY MADELINE MUZZI
AND GALEN GORSKI



Brooklyn.

Q: What was your favorite collection from New
York’s Spring 2011 fashion line?
A: I loved Richard Chai’s collection but overall
my favorite collection this year was Chanel’s
haute couture line at the Grand Palais. It was an
amazing show. Instead of the models having a
standard runway they entered in the middle of
the Grand Palais in Paris. There was a giant gold
lion statue with his paw on a gold ball and the
models entered the show through it. It was my
favorite, incredible.

Q: How would you describe the fashion scene at
Carleton?
A: Husbands and wives. Pilgrims and Indians.

Q: What are your most prominent fashion influ-
ences?
A: Marc Almond's Twitter, the Republican Party,
Luke Burbank’s “too beautiful to live,” and
Snacks the Cat.

Q: What are you wearing right now?
A: I’m wearing a purple deep V-neck from TOP-
MAN and cut off jeans from Brooklyn Flea. My
shoes are from Osborn Handcrafted. I love
Osborn because it’s actually a fair trade fabric
company with two sellers from New Jersey and
they employ 28 people from Guatemala City.
Everything they use is locally grown, organic and
fair trade.

Q: And finally, the question that everyone wants
to know, what’s with the booty shorts?
A: I love nudity!
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Fashion Profile:
Yuanpu Wang

Year: 2012
Major: Cinema and Media Studies

Q: How would you describe your style?
A: I shuffle with my wardrobe. My style is always
on the shuffle. I’m running for the Republican
Party this year and I’m dressing for hope. I‘m
putting on the Obama 2008 campaign posters
all over my body, and I’m literally going to rep-
resent hope.

Q: How has it changed since freshman year?
Describe your fashion evolution since arriving at
Carleton.
A: I’ve decided to write several autobiographies,
and my fourth autobiography will be titled How
to Belly Dance for Your Husband, and upon real-
ization of my achievement before I die, I think
it’s time for me to dress like a belly dancer.

Q: How do you feel about people calling you a
hipster?
A: That's my baby's name.

Q: Being an international student from China,
has Chinese culture affected your style in some
way?
A: Not necessarily. I guess in essence Chinese
culture in terms of couture is not a very impos-
ing type of fashion. It’s not as fluid a trend as
most of the international designers would
define; it doesn’t go by season or by collection.
Chinese fashion, especially women’s wear, is
something more permanent. It’s self-confined—
only found in China and appreciated there. It
might potentially be something influential in the
designer world, but for me I don’t think I incar-
nate any of those aspects of fashion.

Q: I heard that you took a semester abroad in
Paris. How would you say Parisian fashion
affected your style?
A: I definitely fell in love with skinny stripes and
the concept of black and white. To me, there’s
no such thing as “edgy or Parisian chic.” I think
what I agreed on with interactions with local
Parisians is that I really agreed on minimalism
and shuffling. Just a simple wool parka, skinny
jeans and oxfords are perfect. Very minimal.

Q: Who is your favorite designer?
A: Yves Saint Laurent.

Q: What are your favorite places to shop?
A: Oak on Bonds Street, in the Lower East Side
and Monk on Bedford Avenue in Williamsburg,

A wise woman once belted, “Everybody
dance now!” And I listened. In my time here,
I've gone to a lot of dances—some great, some
raunchy, some great and raunchy, and some
where free glow sticks were provided (ftw!). As
far as I'm concerned, there is nothing better
on the weekend than some boogie time.
Unfortunately, I've noticed a rising trend in
the dance events here, and it’s something I
think we all need to take notice of and fight
against. I’m speaking, of course, of the fact
that people replay the same songs (sometimes
more than twice) at one dance. How is this a
problem? I make no claim to have more music
than the next Carl, and my iTunes library has
24 days worth of tracks. 24 days! Surely, over
the period of a three to four hour dance party,
there is no need to play any given song more
than once.

You may raise some objections —What if I
want to make sure everyone hears
“Alejandro”? Well, then wait until 12:30 to
play it. Don't be mean to the folks who have
been there since 11:10, and don't need to
hear a repeat (no matter how excellent the
track). —What if my friend was DJ-ing until
five minutes ago, and I don't know what's
already been played? In this case, I direct you
to the handy iTunes feature called the
“Recently Played” playlist. The lovely software
makers at Apple also provide you with an
option to sort songs by the last time they were
played. How thoughtful! If this is too much
technology for you, or you don't want to play
the songs all the way to the end, then do it
KRLX style, and type in the songs as you play
them, perhaps in an open Word document.
Options abound. —What if I'm drunk, and just
want to hear my jam three more times? You
can rock out to your #1 fave later, I promise!
Now's the time to play to the crowd. Just
remember: there is no “I” in "DJ".

To the DJs of the Dances of
Carleton College:

BY ZOE COHEN BY LILY SCHIEBER
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How Cum?
BY J. WOODCOCK STRONG

This week, J. Woodcock answers many pressing questions about jizz.

What exactly is semen?
(aka ejaculate, cum, jizz)

Semen is the fluid ejaculated by men from their gonads (sexual glands)
that contains fructose, various enzymes, and spermatozoa, which can fertilize

the female ovaries (the miracle of life!). It is translucent with a white or gray tint.
Semen also has some health benefits. An average “load” contains about 4.7 grams of
protein (about the same as a large egg white), and some research has shown that
semen absorbed vaginally can be an antidepressant (Gordon Gallup [2002], “Does

Semen Have Antidepressant Properties?”, Archives of Sexual Behavior 31:
289–293). *(This is not an a reason to have unprotected sex, but can

be a perk when you are ready for engaging in that sort of
activity.)*

What is pre-cum?
Pre-ejaculate is the fluid men secrete

due to arousal, but before full ejaculation
occurs. While pre-cum does not have as
strong of a white/gray tint, and is thinner
than regular cum, it does contain sperma-
tozoa from previous ejaculations and,

thus, it can get you pregnant.

Why spit?
Many people complain about the taste of semen.

Others are just kind of grossed out by its color and consis-
tency. If you are repulsed by semen, don’t succumb to the
pressure of a partner, or your own internalized pressure,

to swallow. Keep your morals strong and your
stomach settled.

Why swallow?
Despite complaints of taste and consistency,
there are a number of reasons why many people

choose to swallow. It makes the fellatio more pleasura-
ble for your partner because the penis is particularly sensi-
tive during ejaculation and in the immediate seconds follow-
ing, thus creating an especially enjoyable final sensation.

Swallowing also prevents a mess.

While a number of health benefits from semen were mentioned ear-
lier, there is another perk that comes into play when one is pregnant
or planning to get pregnant. Studies have shown that swallowing
semen can help make a pregnancy safer because the woman is
gaining her partner’s antigens. This makes the immune system
more prepared to accept the proteins found in sperm and pla-
centa, which keeps blood pressure down, and therefore mini-

mizes the risk of pre-eclampsia, a condition that can
affect women during pregnancy.

So, just like brussel sprouts, jizz looks kind
of gross, but it ain’t bad for ya!

To swallow or to spit?

And what’s the deal with squirting?
Squirting is the expulsion of clear fluid from

the female vagina upon orgasm. Many see it as a
strange phenomenon because the gushing of orgas-

mic fluid is usually associated with men. Also, it is not
very common. Only about one third of women have

reported that they have experienced squirting. Squirting
is often shown in pornographic videos and in recent
times has gained more attention in mass media.
“What’s Sex Got to Do with It,” episode 4 of
Season 4 of Sex and the City, showed
Samantha getting a squirt to the face in

a rendezvous with a lesbian
lover.
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BY MARIKA CHRISTOFIDES

Roy Elveton, Philosophy
Quite honestly the things I go back to with some regularity are
Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse and Samuel Beckett’s
Molloy/Malone Dies/The Un-nameable. The Woolf novel is just
incredibly beautiful, thoughtful prose—eminently readable.
She’s a master of the English language. For the Beckett, it’s just
some of the most thought provoking writing I’ve ever read. Also,
Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. It’s bizarre and obscure but
immensely suggestive. I don’t know that I understand it.

Pierre Hecker, English
Can we just presume all of Shakespeare and
Austen? Books sometimes come to you at the
right moment. I was a teenager when I read
Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man for the first time,
and its depiction of how dehumanizing we can
be to one another made a powerful impression.
Joseph Heller's Catch-22, which I also first
read in my late teens, struck me not only as
scathingly funny but strangely comforting. It
confirmed my suspicions that Scheisskopf was
in charge. You think you're alone in seeing the
world a certain way and then books like
these—even if they're about a black man in a
New York basement in the 1930s, or a bom-
bardier over Italy in the Second World War,
make you realize you're not.

Angela Curran, Philosophy
Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose. I’m a huge mystery fan; I gobble up all different sorts of mystery
stuff. It’s an intellectual’s DaVinci Code. He gives an elaborate set of clues that you have to figure out.
It’s a whodunit murder mystery in this 12th century abbey, and William of Baskerville is a sort of stand-
in for Sherlock Holmes. It’s a book about different ways of looking at the world; the coexistence of reli-
gion, philosophy, and science. The guy solves the mystery using science and philosophy and feels that
this is not incompatible with his religion. It’s a lot of interesting intellectual history. It’s about the birth
of modern philosophy out of medieval philosophy. There’s a great film version of the book with Sean
Connery and Christian Slater. I like the Harry Potter books too.

John Weiss, Astronomy
Good Omens by Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman. I’ve heard rumors that Pratchett wrote 90% and Gaiman
wrote 90%. It’s sort of this weird hybrid of both of them. Terry Pratchett, he has this way of twisting the
English language around his little finger; he takes these common English sayings and makes them inter-
esting. When I was writing my thesis I couldn’t fall asleep at night, thinking about the job market. I read
an article that said you should read something funny when you couldn’t sleep. I would read Pratchett for
a while and be out. Gaiman is also very good at language, but it’s more the stories. He tells wonderful
stories.

Raka Mitra, Biology
My favorite book ever is the Namesake by Jhumpa Lahiri. My family is from India—from Calcutta. That’s
where Jhumpa Lahiri is from. She writes about second-generation kids. There are so many little idiosyn-
crasies in the book that are specific to how I grew up. The food that they mention is like what my mom
made. The main character had a formal name and was called by his nickname; I have a formal name, but
Raka is my nickname. I also really like Life of Pi by Yann Martel, The Red Tent by Anita Diamant, and
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho.

Connie Walker, English
All of Austen, but especially Persuasion, because it is the
most emotionally thrilling of her books. And Cloud Atlas,
which is a new book by David Mitchell. It’s technically bril-
liant—a wonderfully told story, and deeply interesting.

Bill North, History
I think the book that sort of made the biggest impact on me and that I’ve gone back to a couple of times is Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
by Robert M. Pirsig. I like it both for the ideas, and how it talks about teaching and different ways of teaching—how we see or don’t see the world
around us. The main character teaches rhetoric. He tells his students to describe a building in Bozeman, Montana. One particular student can’t seem to
do it. There’s nothing to write about. “I don’t know how to write,” she says. He tells the student to choose a more specific topic. She says, “I still can’t
figure out what to write.” “Write about this one specific brick.” She has too much to write. It was sort of my first encounter with philosophy of science.
How do they choose the hypotheses they make? I liked the way it was exploring that choices are made. Also at that time the idea of a motorcycle trip
across the country appealed to me.

Ross Elfline, Art History
My favorite book is Kafka on the Shore by Haruki Murakami. I have a nasty habit of changing my favorite book depending on what book I’ve read most
recently. His prose is so flat and clunky—not flowery, and I love that. It harkens back to this sort of noir-ish style. I love the completely bizarre quality of
the writing. There’s this deep engagement with the trauma of World War II in Japan that I find amazing. Another book that used to be number one for me
is Possession by A. S. Byatt. It’s now a really shitty movie. Possession I like because it’s a book by a nerd about all of her nerdish passions. It’s an inter-
weaving, or a sort of archival of things.

Nonrequired Reading: Faculty Members’ Favorite Books
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WHEN IT RAINS, IT POURS

I got my rain boots wet, I even helped sandbag the Cannon, but amidst all
this talk of the flood, I thought it would be interesting to hear from someone
who was—and still is—in the thick of cleaning up the mess here on campus.
Earlier this week, I sat down with Kirk Campbell, the Director of
Maintenance and Custodial Services (and might I add, an extremely nice
man), who, just about two weeks ago, was waist deep in the murky, black
water in West Gym. For Mr. Campbell, that fateful Friday, September 24th,
began with a phone call at 4 A.M., alerting him that the water alarms—yes,
those exist—were going off. What followed was an all too typical plot of man
versus nature, and nature was off to a roaring start. The attempts to keep the
Cannon River water away from the stadium and West Gym with pumps and
sand berms quickly turned into a lost cause, and as Mr. Campbell said, you
have to know when to abandon ship. From then on, the available resources
and manpower went towards keeping the water away from the electrical
source that controls half of our campus. Power was shut down in the stadi-
um, West Gym, and the nearby houses; yes, sacrifices were made, but it
could have been much worse. For most of us, the immediate effects of the
flood are mostly over, if not totally old news. For Kirk Campbell, the work has
only just begun.

To understand Mr. Campbell’s most daunting challenge these days, you
have to understand one word: plenum. Don’t know what that means? Neither
did I. I now know that a plenum is a pipe that pumps air around a building.
All plenums have insulation—insulation that cannot get wet. And can you
guess what happened to the plenums in West Gym? Yup, those suckers got
soaked. Unfortunately, the pipes in an older building like West have insula-
tion on the interior, so each piece of plenum has to be removed and cleaned
out, then replaced. Oh, and perhaps I should mention, as Mr. Campbell did
with a smile, that some of these pipes are “big enough for you and me to
walk through”. So before you complain about not being able to practice in
West Gym, imagine ripping out pipes the size of an adult human, gutting
them, fixing them up, and putting them back. Indeed, when I asked Mr.
Campbell what we could do to help now that the flood has ended, he replied,
“be patient!” Rome wasn’t built in a day, and Carleton can’t dry up in a
week. Despite all the work that lies ahead, Mr. Campbell seems incredibly
positive, and even willing to laugh at the ridiculousness of the situation—he
mentioned how strange it was to have his staff split between crisis manage-
ment on one side of the road, and setting up inaugural festivities on the
other. I asked how he would describe his job these past few weeks: “It’s
been nutty,” he said. Here’s hoping that Kirk Campbell’s workday will be
back to normal soon enough.

Three Tales from the Great Northfield Flood
BY TEDDY GELDERMAN AND LILY SCHIEBER

An Interview with Kirk Campbell, Director of Maintenance and Custodial Services

Keeping the Waters at Bay

BY LILY SCHIEBER

Maintenance electrician Brian Boudreau walks across a sandbag wall behind West Gym.
David Pape, Sports Info Director
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Flood of Support
BY TEDDY GELDERMAN

I rolled out of bed on Friday morning and
clicked on my computer to check my email. There
I read a universal call for volunteer sandbaggers
to converge downtown at Bridge Square immedi-
ately. It was 9am and the river was still rising. As
I am a senior, my first class isn’t until 4a, so I
figured I might as well go check out the damage.
When I hopped off my bike twenty minutes later,
I got my first glimpse of the inundated Northfield
that we all came to know last weekend.
At first, I wasn’t sure about what I was sup-

posed to do, or if they even needed volunteers.
Then, as if on queue, someone jogged over to a
crowd of us bystanders and directed us where to
go. Water was creeping higher and higher and
was now only inches from some windows along
the waterfront sidewalk. I stepped down the two
remaining visible steps onto what was normally a
riverfront walkway, and was met with two feet of
water, which meant that for the rest of the day my
shoes and pants would be drenched. We formed
the first of many sandbag brigade lines and
quickly fortified what we could. By then it was
10:00 am and it seemed unlikely that the river
would crest within the hour, as was previously
predicted. However, the water was still climbing
and would soon overcome Northfield’s first line of
defense.
From then on, I followed the small splinter cells

of sandbaggers up and down both sides of the

river stacking, heaving, filling, tying, and hauling
sandbags for the next two hours. I took orders
from whoever was giving them and the minutes
clicked on as the river inched its way higher and
higher up the walls.
I realized just after noon that I was late for my

4a, and rushed back to catch the tail end of
class. Once class was out, I set out for the river
again, filed myself back into another sandbag
brigade line and was instantly passing bags down
to the other volunteers.
And the day passed. Our original efforts were

washed away or simply overwhelmed by the
water, but by 6:00pm it seemed as though the
worst was over. Our walls were holding and the
river seemed content to rise no further. The vol-
unteers were called off and most of us walked
home: shovels scraping the asphalt behind us,
dragged by sore, bruised arms and shoulders.
While the Flood of 2010 will be recorded as

one of the most memorable in the city’s history,
what remains most impressive is the response
from Northfield’s own residents. Long before I
arrived and long after I left, people of all ages
were doing their part. Like a colony of ants, every
individual worked with little to no central organi-
zation or direction. They just worked, and out of
what should have been chaos, came order. Filling
stations and line brigades seemed to materialize
and organize on their own.

A voice would call out for more people to move
sandbags, or that a wheelbarrow had a bad wheel,
or that one station was getting low on sand, and
before the voice had stopped echoing off the
nearest building, extra volunteers would flock to
fill line gaps, bring replacement parts, or find out
when the next load of sand would arrive. Oles,
Carls, and even Raiders worked side by side, join-
ing together in numbers perhaps never seen
before in Northfield. Classes and practices were
cancelled to provide replacement workers for the
volunteers. All of Northfield was put on hold and
its citizens banded together to work for some-
thing bigger than the sum of their parts. All of us
moved like tiny gears in a giant, living machine.
It was truly inspiring.
And yes, there were apathetic bystanders, and

even bow-hunting fishermen. But for every one
gawker or opportunistic angler, there were at
least 50 people, sandy, sweaty and tired, doing
their damnedest to help.
Our town came together in a matter of hours to

battle with the Cannon River, and while there
were casualties—a moment of silence for
Froggy’s—in the end, the day was ours. We have
a city filled with generous, hard working, and
self-sacrificing individuals and I have never been
more proud to be a member of our community, or
to live in Northfield.
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PHOTOS BY NIKO DUFFY, GRIFF WRIGLEY, AND DAVID PAPE
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Producing your own albums is always a great
idea. Self-production allows the rapper to capture
the crazy sounds bouncing around in their heads
and match them to the rhymes in a way producers
never really can. Sure, an outside producer can
get close (Madlib’s work with MF Doom comes to
mind), but self-production just has a different feel
(see the Quasimoto albums for proof). A great
example of this phenomenon is Detroit demi-god
Black Milk, the anointed heir to J Dilla. Cursed
with following in such massive footsteps, Black
Milk wisely decided to continue to self-produce on
this year’s Album of the Year, his first album fol-
lowing 2008’s superb Tronic.
Album of the Year’s title is not really a boast—

it’s more of a statement of fact. Not that it is the
best album of the year, but that it is a record of
Black Milk’s life in the year between the release
of Tronic and his completion of Album of the Year.
Black Milk’s 2009 was really rough, with his aunt
and his friend Baatin of Slum Village all dying.
However, the album isn’t all doom and gloom.
The beats, which are the unquestioned star, are
generally vibrant, buoyant, and organic. Black
Milk is capable of making everything soulful, even
if it is his own personal brand of frigid, Lake
Michigan soul. Horns blare and drums pound all
throughout the album, especially on album high-
light “365”, a musical chronicle of his year. Over
a bed of absurdly clear snares and hihats, Milk
layers on a whooshing synth sound and some
funky horns to create an absolute monster of a
beat. By the time the female vocal sample comes
in, Milk has already laid himself bare, letting us
know that he was “lost in the stress”. Black Milk’s
real step forward from Tronic until now is as a lyri-
cist. He was never awful, but now he sounds con-
fident and strong, especially when he claims that
his “shit is Martin Luther” and “your shit is
Martin Lawrence”. Occasionally, he gets a bit
clichéd, especially when he steps outside of his
comfort zone, such as on the questionable “Oh
Girl”. Luckily, he’s gotten to the point as a rapper
where even his missteps are not all that bad. Even
when he gets clumsy (“Not Stevie, more like
Wonder, ‘cause I’m all about the bread”), he
never takes anything off the table. Detroit all-stars
Elzhi, Royce da 5’9”, and Danny Brown don’t

even outshine Milk by too much. While that may
be damning Black Milk with faint praise, it’s truly
an accomplishment to not get completely annihi-
lated by Danny Brown, who has delivered nothing
but awesome verses for the past year.
Once again, I must emphasize just how great of

a producer Black Milk is. For example, on the
Elzhi and Royce feature “Deadly Medley”, Milk
unleashes some Middle Eastern tinged guitars and
cracking drums to create an absolute banger for
Nickel Nine to go absolutely crazy on. “Gospel
Psychedelic Rock” is Black Milk’s experimental
moment on the album and it works well. Electric
guitars are woefully underused in rap and Milk
deploys them in conjunction with a sample that
cries “oh no here we go” to birth some sort of rap-
rock hybrid that doesn’t suck. All in all, Black
Milk gets to show off just how talented he is
behind the boards and just how competent he’s
become on the mic. Even when his lyrics aren’t
perfect, his production does more than enough to
carry his raps and, when both the lyrics and the
beat are on, something truly special happens.

NOT QUITE ALBUM OF THE YEAR,
BUT CLOSE

BY CHARLIE ROSENTHAL
With so many remixes and mashups torrenting
around campus, one needs an instruction manual
just to match the correct version of the song with
the correct moment of Carleton life. Here we get
to the bottom of “Little Bit.” Check out carl-
magazine.wordpress.org to listen to the songs.

Lykke Li
Swedish indie singer Li Lykke Timotej Zachrisson
released the original version of “Little Bit” in
2007. She patterns her soft, whisp-like voice over
plucked strings and a soothing beat. Definitely the
most placid version of the song, ideal for the “I’ll
stress out tomorrow” Saturday afternoon.

Drake
Leaving the instrumentals of the song quite close
to the original, Lykke Li adds a heartbeat base for
this collaboration. Drake goes on the offensive
against his girl’s friends. “Tell her get a man ain’t
cheatin’ on her ass with a girl that I know yeah tell
her all that.” If you find yourself falling into a
Facebook unofficial fling, look no further.

CCS
CCS turns to the synths for this quirky “knob-twid-
dling” version. Best suited for convincing your
friends (or rivals) that you listen to more obscure
versions of the music they like.

Villains or Gigamesh
Either of these remixes turns “Little Bit” into a
danceable club hit without the originality and
playfulness of the Death to the Throne remix. If
you plot remixes on a black to white spectrum,
these would mark the neutral gray where songs are
catchy enough to dance to on the first listen but
don’t leave a deep impression. Probably best for
initiating new listeners.

Death to the Throne
Many remixes lay a thumping base beat onto the
song without thinking about how it affects the
song as a whole. Death to the Throne is a promis-
ing up and coming remixer who goes above and
beyond. He specializes in dance beats that have a
life of their own. Death’s remix of “Little Bit” is
perfect for the post-Sayles Dance party encore.

Runner-up Remixes:
Eke Whaa
Matas Berlin
Staygold/Savage Skulls
Rapaport & Malmqvist

REMIX ROUNDUP
BY R. ORION MARTIN



Hey! Guess what! This is my 30th Celluloid
Junkie column for the Carl! That means 30 weeks’
worth of self-absorbed, space-filling digressions
through the world of movies! 30 different underrec-
ognized/depressing masterpieces whose causes I’ve
championed! 30… well, you get the idea. Anyway,
I think I’ll celebrate by writing about something
that makes me happy: female auteurs. Seriously,
2010 is like the year of
prominent female direc-
tors. I mean, ever since
Kathryn Bigelow won
that Oscar, the film
industry’s glass ceiling
has… well, OK, maybe
that wasn’t a gender
imbalance panacea after
all.

Nonetheless, think
about all the women who
released high-profile
movies this year. Like
Lisa Cholodenko, who
directed the family com-
edy/drama The Kids Are
All Right It’s a movie
that contains the acting
acumen of the tight-
strung Annette Bening,
freckly goddess Julianne
Moore as her wife, and
bearlike Hulk-to-be Mark
Ruffalo as the sperm
donor who comes
between them (no pun
intended, seriously). Add
in some wine, landscap-
ing, infidelity, and Joni
Mitchell songs, and you’ve got a recipe for tragedy.
With occasional comedy, and life lessons.
Or what about Debra Granik, whose second fea-

ture was the disturbingly realistic meth-themed
noir Winter’s Bone? Jennifer Lawrence, an alum of
The Bill Engvall Show, plays a teenage girl who has
to track down her bail-skipping father while tending
for her two siblings and catatonic mother. This
quest leads her across the rolling hills of rural
Missouri, through ramshackle houses and livestock
auctions, as she pesters anyone who may have
clues to offer her: many of them are tough cus-

tomers, and just as many are related to her. John
Hawkes co-stars as her grizzled Uncle Teardrop, a
man who never backs down—even if it's in every-
one's best interest.
[Author's note: Like Mark Ruffalo and his beard,

Lawrence will soon be entering superhero territory
as Mystique in X-Men: First Class. That's what I call
ideal casting. Also, ramshackle is a truly evocative

word. We should all start
using it more often.]

This next paragraph
will be a little more dicey,
since I haven't seen any
of the movies I'm talking
about, but bear with me.
Sofia Coppola won top
prize at Venice this year
with Somewhere, a film
that promises—like the
rest of her work—to offer
a piercing, beautifully
filmed glimpse into the
relationship between
affluence and ennui. Julie
Taymor made The
Tempest, a Shakespeare
adaptation where the gen-
der reversal of the lead
role is the least radical
change. The abundant
special effects in the
trailer make it look even
more ridiculous than
Titus, but it does have a
cast to be envied: John
Keats himself, the dreamy
Ben Whishaw, plays Ariel,
and Alfred Molina's there.

I repeat: Alfred Molina's there.
Finally, Kelly Reichardt's Meek's Cutoff has

received some heavy acclaim. But alas, I've never
seen a Kelly Reichardt movie! Guess it's time to hit
the Gould Library's DVD collection and check out
either Old Joy or Wendy and Lucy... also, tune in
for Celluloid Junkie 31, as I talk about horror
movies, horror movies, and more horror movies.
Final tidbit: You know what name is like a bundle
of Thai happiness? Apichatpong Weerasethakul. I
heard that if you say it five times fast, he appears
and grants you an art film-related wish.
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Whoa.

Debra Granik, pioneer of
neo-neo-realism.

Somewhere, somehow, Sofia
Coppola will win an Oscar.

Confessions of a Celluloid Junkie
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

FILM SOCIETY
3rd Weekly Meeting

Tonight, 6:30, Scoville 102
Pizza!



“Who would you rather be stranded
on a desert island with, MacNeil or
Lehrer?“ Would this be a quote found
on the Facebook page Overheard at
Carleton? Likely, or at least a 1990’s
version of such. It is also one of the
first lines heard in the 1995 film
Kicking and
Screaming. While
many movies have
tried to accurately
capture those hal-
lowed college years,
few besides Kicking
and Screaming and
PCU have focused on
the peculiar sub-sec-
tion in which Carleton
exists: the small, elite,
liberal-arts institution.
Both are from the mid-
1990s and look that
way, yet both ask a
fundamental question:
Is your liberal arts experience is
actually unique?
PCU, which in the film stands for

both Port Chester University and
Politically Correct U., is meant to be
a silly parody of campus politics dur-
ing the culture wars era. In perhaps
his only leading role, Jeremy Piven
plays the leader of an underground
fraternity, The Pit, who is amidst a
school divided between the political-
ly correct campus activists and con-
servative preppies. The Pit doesn’t
give a shit which side is actually cor-
rect and tries to unite the campus at
one huge party in to order raise
money to avoid eviction. After all,
nothing brings people together like a
party!

PCU is a little too stereotypical
about college and is hardly the funni-
est movie, but it features David
Spade and Jon Favreau along with an
excellent Jessica Walter as a bitchy
college president intent on getting
Bisexual Asian Studies to have the
Math department’s building. Port
Chester is based on the alma mater
of the screenplay’s writers, Wesleyan
University. Wesleyan is known for
debating whether gender-neutral pro-
nouns should be used in academic

writing. Since I almost attended
Wesleyan instead of Carleton, I
always saw the movie as a way to
imagine what it would have been like
to go there. Besides the Wesleyan
caricature and Jessica Walter, it is
not worth your time.

Kicking and
Screaming is a
sharper satire of
those who go to
elite, liberal arts
school. The film is
about a group of
recently graduated
friends who post-
pone full adulthood
by continuing to live
on campus. In his
directorial debut,
Noah Baumbach
(The Squid and the
Whale, Greenberg)
set Kicking and

Screaming at an unnamed private
college based on Vassar, Baumbach’s
alma mater. Like many of his films,
the protagonists are emotionally stag-
nat, upper middle-class psuedointel-
lectuals engaging in petty debauch-
ery, which would be a negative
stereotype of the average Carleton
student. Since they are still some-
what bright-eyed, they’re cynical
instead of bitter.

Since it seems increasingly less
likely we’ll all get jobs after school in
this piss-poor economy, the charac-
ters’ unwillingness to move on with
their lives continues to be relevant.
Kicking and Screaming is filled with
many absurd bits of humor that prob-
ably speak to this paper’s readership
more than to others. One example is
Chet, a happy-go-lucky tenth-year
student whose thesis has stretched
to the size of three books. Overall,
Kicking and Screaming has splendid-
ly acerbic writing and acting. The
only criticism I could make of the
film is that the characters sometime
seem more there to voice witty lines
and ideas than being full-fledged
individuals. But, then again, does
getting a liberal arts degree actually
make you a well-rounded person?
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REEL LACs
BY SCOTT FOX

When Lost ended last year, a significant part of my life was gone. It wasn’t
just the hour a week I spent watching the award-winning sci-fi drama. It was
the sometimes ridiculous obsession I had with the show, the hours thinking
and talking about it with my roommate, the connections with the characters
After it was over, all the Losties of the world had to find a replacement show
to fill that void. Being a Hulu addict, I already had a list of candidates.
Flashforward was my first attempt. Despite a fascinating idea for a show and
movie-quality production, the characters were bland, and the story couldn’t last
past the first season. Next I tried V, and, though it wasn’t cancelled and was
entertaining to watch, the story was pretty predictable (usually the case with
remakes, for some reason) and it just didn’t capture my attention like Lost did.
I even tried going into different genres, starting up on shows like Chuck, Glee,
and Lie to Me. Though they are all superb, they were too different from Lost to
be adequate replacements. I wanted a suspenseful, philosophical, character-
driven show, like Flashforward and V tried to be but couldn’t.
That’s when I saw the trailer for NBC’s new show, The Event. An assassina-

tion plot. A secret government facility. A mysterious kidnapping. Snapshots of
seemingly random characters that come together and play a part in this mon-
umental “event.” Finally, this could be the show I was looking for. This could
fill the void left by Lost. Based on the first two episodes, though, I am not opti-
mistic about the show’s future. Like Flashforward, The Event focuses on one,
for lack of a better term, event, that is revealed in the pilot, and the rest of the
show attempts to explain its origins, purpose, people responsible for it, and so
on. Like Flashforward, The Event does not allow the audience to connect with
its characters. It relies on twist endings and overly-dramatized dialogue to draw
in viewers, but leaves them stranded when it switches scenes before we can
get to know more about who these people are and why they believe and act like
they do. I’m not asking for a detailed biography of every character, but for
scenes that make me care about these people. Jumping off a cliff to save a
stranger and defending the rights of prisoners are both valiant acts, but not
exceptionally unique for protagonists of a dramatic television show.
Though Lost’s last few seasons were filled with more than enough suspense,

drama, twists, and supernatural events, many forget that it simply began with
one doctor trying to help the survivors of a plane crash on a (semi)deserted
island. We were not drawn into Lost because we wanted to know why there was
a polar bear on the island or what the mysterious monster was (though those
questions kept the show interesting enough for six seasons), but because we
were fascinated by the concept of a group of strangers being trapped on an
island together, trying to survive without killing each other. We did not learn
anything concrete about the main characters in the pilot of Lost, but we were
given a snapshot of each, and in this short period of time we became attached
to them. Shows should learn from Lost and start with a simple yet interesting
concept and characters that we want to learn more about, then move on to the
sci-fi/mystery/suspense later. I love unanswered questions as much as the next
guy (I am a philosophy major after all), but I was a fan of Lost not for the ques-
tions, but for the characters. If The Event can slow down and give me a reason
to care about these people and what they’re doing, then I will be satisfied. Until
then, I’ll just have to keep searching for my next Lost.

THE EVENT = LOST?
BY MATT HUNTER
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Genre Spotlight: The Western
BY THE FILM FLOOR

If you were around during move-in week, you
might have noticed an event unprecedented in
Carleton’s history—the people moving into Ground
Evans were enthusiastic about it. That’s because
we were moving into Film Floor, Carleton’s newest
interest community. As our name helpfully sug-
gests, we’re planning to make movies, watch
movies, discuss movies, and do anything else
related to film. We want anybody who is remotely
interested to know they can come visit us anytime
and help us make films—so when we were offered
a spot in this paper, we naturally accepted. And
that is why you’re reading now! In our first

appearance in The Carl, we’ll pay our respects to
one of cinema’s most venerable genres: the

Western. There have been Westerns ever since the
era of silent movies—one of the first, The Great

Train Robbery, came out in 1903. Throughout the
1930s and 40s, hundreds of these films were pro-
duced, all telling stories of courageous men in the
lawless 19th century West. In the 1960s and 70s
the genre was revived by Spaghetti Westerns, so
called because they tended to be cheaply pro-

duced in Italy, which were usually more tongue-in-
cheek than the straightforward, serious classic
Westerns. The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly

(1966) is a mammoth example of this sub-genre.
As the years went by, further varieties of Westerns
developed: the revisionist Western, featuring anti-
heroes, moral ambiguity, and more tolerance for
women and Native Americans; the contemporary
Western, set in modern times but featuring

Western style and themes; Western-like films pro-
duced in foreign countries; and more. For this sec-
tion, each of us has chosen a different Western
and written a short review of it. We hope you enjoy
this rich, fun genre as much as we do, and that
you discover some good movies in the process!
-John O’Neill, President of Film Floor

A Fistful of Dolla
rs (1964)

BY DAISUKE
KAWACHI

Every so often
a film will com

e along that e
mbodies each

and

every cliché of
a genre. A Fist

ful of Dollars i
s no exception

. Yet

what is except
ional about th

is film is the m
anner in which

it

employs them
. In Story, Rob

ert McKee dis
cusses the dif

ference

between arche
type and clich

é. An archetyp
e is an enduri

ng

truth of some
sort that is fle

shed out over
and over again

in all

kinds of art wh
ile a cliché is

an attempt to
emulate that,

but

without the ve
risimilitude. A

Fistful of Dolla
rs manages to

transform clic
hé into archet

ype, becoming
one of the qui

ntes-

sential Wester
n films. Leone

’s style is app
arent in the fil

m and

the difference
in visual artist

ry is striking in
comparison to

the

classic Hollyw
ood style. Clin

t Eastwood red
efines the para

digm

of the western
hero. It’s a mo

vie to see befo
re you die.

The Proposition (2005)
BY ANDREW PETERS

The Proposition is a harsh, intense, and very serious western set in 19th century Australia. As the
film opens, a police captain lays out the titular proposition: A man must find and kill his outlaw
older brother, or his younger brother will be executed. Of course, this can’t end well. Though parts
of the film are exceedingly violent, by far its most disturbing element is its scenery—the Outback
looks hyper-realistic and completely otherworldly at the same time. It could just as easily be Mars,
an imaginary planet, or Hell. This land is populated by complicated and contradictory men whose
characters, by the film’s end, are brutally explored. Nick Cave’s fascinating soundtrack traverses a
spectrum from the violins of traditional westerns to disconcerting alt-rock noises to put the final

touch on The Proposition’s striking effect. It’s not a film I am soon likely to forget.
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Genre Spotlight: Cont.
BY THE FILM FLOOR

Butch Cassidy and the Sundanc
e Kid

(1969)

BY VAIS
HALI UM

RIKAR

Butch Ca
ssidy and

the Sund
ance Kid

is regard
ed as on

e of the
most

well-craf
ted of al

l the We
sterns. T

he film not only
carries a

n Academ
y

Award, b
ut also h

olds the
title for l

aunching
Robert R

edford’s
career,

establish
ing Paul

Newman
’s reputa

tion as a
hero, and

fixing Wi
lliam

Goldman
’s screen

writer po
sition in

Hollywoo
d. Unlike

many oth
er

Westerns
, this mo

vie flares
a lighthe

arted ton
e. It has

the elem
ents

of adven
ture that

characte
rize a We

stern, bu
t it also

has an a
iry,

almost c
omedic,

feel. Not
orious ou

tlaws Bu
tch Cass

idy (New
man)

and the
Sundanc

e Kid (R
edford) r

ule the d
usty tow

ns of the
Old

West. Ho
wever, w

hen a “s
uper-pos

se” threa
tens the

dynamic
pair,

the outla
ws, along

with Sun
dance’s

girlfriend
, flee to

Bolivia. W
hen

their thie
very con

tinues, B
utch and

Sundanc
e must fi

ght for th
eir

lives whi
le findin

g themse
lves outg

unned an
d outnum

bered.

Highligh
ts of the

film include B
urt Bach

arach’s o
dd music

score, th
e

outstand
ing chem

istry betw
een New

man and
Redford,

and the
dis-

tinct mo
ods amo

ngst the
three sec

tions of
the movi

e.

Magnificent Seven
(1960)

BY JOHN O'NEILL

This is likely my favorite western
and one of my favorite films in any
genre. The premise is simple: a
peasant farming community is
perennially raided by Calvera (Eli
Wallach) and his horde of bandits.
Desperate, the villagers gather
together all their meager belong-
ings and hire seven freelance gun-
men, led by Chris (Yul Brynner)

and Vin (Steve McQueen). Mutual
distrust between the peasants and
the gunman lead to conflict and

constantly shifting alliances, as the
villagers try to align themselves
with whoever seems strongest. In
an interesting cultural exange, this
film is largely based on the Akira
Kurosawa's The Seven Samurai, a
Japanese film in a genre heavily
influenced by older American

Westerns. The film features sever-
al large scale fights between the
poorly armed peasants and the

horse riding bandits, with the mag-
nificent seven caught in the mid-
dle. The musical score is excellent

and was nominated for an
Academy Award. Another high-
light: When Vin tells a story about
why a man he once knew took off
all his clothes and jumped into a

cactus.

Shanghai Noon (2000)BY FAY LII’m not really one for Western movies, but I do have to admit I’ll always need

my fix of Owen Wilson and Jackie Chan. For me, the best part of Shanghai

Noon has nothing to do with the gun fights or omnipresent danger which the

two cowboys always seem to just barely avoid, but simply the merging—or

rather clashing—of two different cultures. With a foot in each cultural door, I

think I can safely say that Tom Dey does a great job in accurately portraying

both. All in all, however, this movie is light, fun, and comedic. It’s pretty enter-

taining all the way through, whether you’re watching it for the first time or for
the seventh time, like me.

Hondo (1953)
BY HENRY ROWND

During the early 1950s, TV was keeping people out of the movie
theater. In order to draw audiences back, studios tried gimmicks
like wider aspect ratios and 3D. Stereoscopic 3D reached its
peak with the John Wayne Western Hondo, the second most
financially successful of the 3D films (behind House of Wax)

made during their boom in the 50’s. Hondo follows a gun slinger
named Hondo Lane (John Wayne) as he meets a mother

(Geraldine Page) and son living alone on the frontier where the
dangerous Apache are at war with the US army. The film had rel-
atively few scenes consciously exploiting the 3D effect. The only
sequence that truly showcases the 3rd dimension is the climatic
battle between the whites and Apache. The clash ends in a nos-
talgic realization that the white’s victory marks the end of an era,
inflecting a discourse on the rise and takeover of 3D in the film
industry. After the only major use of the 3D effect in the film,
Hondo, speaking of the Apache, says it’s the “end of a way of
life,” which is “too bad. It’s a good way.” He is also implicitly
commenting on his own new path. His way of life is also ending.
It is the end of his days as a lone gunmen, as we saw him in the
opening shot of the film, and the beginning of a new life as a
family man, as we see him in the closing shot of the film. The
film’s narrative is very much an “out with the old, in with the

new,” which can be viewed as an inflected discourse on 3D dur-
ing the 50’s—that the new techniques used in the battle usher
in a new form of cinema while echoing a nostalgia for the age
before TV when classical Hollywood cinema was alive and well.



Woody Allen’s Love and Death (1975) is the fictional story of Boris
Grushenko’s life and experiences during the Napoleonic invasion of Russia.
Boris (Allen) is not like his robust and aggressive peers. He is an intellectual
who spends most of his time philosophizing about human existence and
attempting to write poetry. When the armies of France, led by Napoleon
Bonaparte, invade Austria and the citizens of Russia are called to arms, Boris
is understandably reluctant to go to the front. But his family refuses to let his
cowardice disgrace their name and forces him to go with his more competent
brother Mikhail to enlist in the army. Boris,
despite having a complete lack of aptitude as
a soldier, survives long enough to accidentally
capture a group of high ranking officers and
win a key battle for mother Russia. After being
discharged from the army, Boris, now a highly
decorated veteran, returns to his home town to
take the hand of his distant cousin Sonja
(Diane Keaton) who agreed to marry him only
because she thought he would be killed in a
duel the following day. Eventually, despite
Sonja’s initial reluctance, the two find that
they are intellectual equals and come to love
each other. When Napoleon’s invasion of
Russia threatens the stability of their home
life, Sonja suggests that they should assassi-
nate him. What ensues is one of the most
poorly planned and badly executed assassina-
tion plots ever attempted in literature or cinema.
Love and Death possesses all the trademark elements of a Woody Allen film.

Falling chronologically between such wacky comedies as Take the Money and
Run (1969) and Bananas (1971) and some of his more serious works like
Interiors (1978) and Manhattan (1979), Love and Death (1975) finds a mid-
dle path that is somewhat similar to his Oscar-winning Annie Hall (1977),
which was released in the same year. The central plot of Love and Death is
propelled by Boris’s love for Sonja and his desire to be with her. However, the
majority of the film is peppered with physical comedy including a handful of
large scale battle scenes without any dialogue which are dominated by this
sort of comedy. Allen makes use of everything from malfunctioning weaponry,
to people being shot from cannons, to his character’s own physical ineptitude
when performing simple military drills. He also uses wacky comedy in violent
scenes to increase shock value through stark contrast. He may show a scene
with fiery cannon explosions and bayonet charges, but then abruptly switch
to one of himself and two girls in homemade cheerleading uniforms jumping
and cheering on the Russian side as if it were a high school football game.

Allen’s other source of comedy is his mastery of screenplay dialogue. As
both the writer and director of the film, Allen has created a script that puts
the two main characters, Boris and Sonja, on a different level than the rest
of the cast. When in a scene together, they’re able to carry on conversations
that are taken at face value by those around them, but also have deeper, more
satirical meaning (like an inside joke between them and the audience). Allen
also constructs discussions that begin like everyday conversations and then
evolve into something more absurd. For example, Boris has had visions of
Death and the dead since he was a child. After a battle, a dead soldier walks
up to Boris and they exchange pleasantries about their health. The soldier

then asks him if he will take his newly purchased engagement ring and return
it for cash, being sure to get the receipt. Boris asks why a dead man would
need a receipt; the soldier answers that it is for tax purposes. Boris then
acknowledges that this is a smart move on the part of the dead soldier and
promises to remember to get the receipt upon returning the ring.
In addition to comedy both physical and absurd in nature, Allen also uses

clichés. These clichés may be subtly or blatant, dependeding on intended
effect. The first scenario is well represented in one of Boris’s army training

sequences. After failing to adequately perform a
drill, Boris gets chewed out by a “drill sergeant”
(Frank Adu), similar to scenes in Full Metal
Jacket (1987). (As if having an African
American drill sergeant in 19th century
Imperial Russia wasn’t absurd enough). The
second, more blatant use of clichés is employed
during a dinner conversation scene. Midway
through the discussion, one of the three charac-
ters at the table uses a cliché that is apt for the
discussion. His comment is then followed by
the second character who also uses a cliché,
however it is somewhat out of context. Then the
third member says a random cliché and they
continue going around the table taking turns as
if it were a game. Allen’s comedic style in these
two scenarios begins with the familiar and logi-
cal and then proceeds into the absurd like a fog

that silently descends upon the characters who then act as though it has
always been there.

Love and Death is also a triumph from acting and technical standpoints.
Though one does not often associate comedies with skillful acting, this film
far surpasses the modern bar set for the genre. It is understandable that Allen
and Keaton perform their roles impeccably, as the roles were written specifi-
cally for them. However, the dozens of minor characters, many of whom are
stereotypes, also succeed in capturing the essence of their respective scenes.
These actors operate almost as a fluid mosaic backdrop for the scenes. As the
locations and seasons change, so do the characters around Boris and Sonja.
They are like an interactive background, appearing to serve their purpose in
the scene and then fading away from the progressing storyline, in most cases
never to be seen again. The filming locations themselves are also very impres-
sive. Allen shot mainly in Hungary, but also did a few scenes in Paris. Though
not actually filmed in Russia or Austria, the locations were still able to cap-
ture the architecture of the period and use similar landscapes.
Woody Allen’s Love and Death is a gem of 20th century film. Not only is it

an entertaining comedy that transcends many facets of that genre, but it’s
also a thoughtful work of historical fiction that pays homage to some of the
greatest artistic minds of all time. Allen uses everything from the unique
camera angles of Ingmar Bergman’s Persona (1966) to references to the
works of Russian authors like Nabokov and Dostoyevsky. These subtle refer-
ences are trademarks of Allen’s skill and the depth of his films. The works of
Woody Allen can be appreciated and enjoyed on many different levels. They
are a testament to the fact that he is one of the most unique and talented
filmmakers of the last fifty years.
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Random Review: Love and Death
BY JOE STEIGMEYER
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AN UNDERGROUND EVACUATION
A SHORT STORY BY SAM FEIGENBAUM

LONDON–
I got on the Tube and looked for a seat where I was free to fart without offending any noses. Luckily,

the Bakerloo Line was almost empty. I wore my best suit and tie for my grandmother's birthday supper
later that evening. I had a duffel bag of clothes with me to drop off at my Uncle Marcus’s for safe-
keeping. The Evening Standard was of superlative quality: John Terry, captain of Chelsea and England,
had been caught having an affair with the wife of a former teammate. He had been stripped of his
national team captaincy and the English press were agog over what this meant for the future of English
football. The Tube stations hummed by.
As the train pulled away from Picadilly Circus my stomach groaned ominously. I had just arrived back

from a short jaunt to Istanbul and my stomach had not felt good since my return. I gave it an encour-
aging pat.
“Feel better,” I mimed to it and gave it a few more pats.
It rumbled.
When faced with an unhappy stomach, a good fart is an extremely important tool. It will bring about

almost instantaneous relief. Therefore, I fart and fart often when my stomach decides to voice its dis-
pleasure. The upside is great. Unfortunately, the downside can be just as great, as it can be quite hard
to differentiate between a fart and something decidedly less gaseous.
For a few minutes, I farted happily. The train passed through Embankment, Waterloo, and Lambeth

North. And then, my stomach twinged very, very painfully. I performed a quick series of diagnostic
stomach assessments. It felt like a fart. I pushed. And regretted the decision.
“Oh no,” I mumbled. “I’ve shat myself.”
Just then we pulled into Elephant and Castle. The loudspeakers directed, “All passengers please

alight here. This is the last station.” I carefully got up, grabbed my Standard, slung my duffel bag over
my shoulder, and waddled off the train, hoping that my boxers had contained the damage.
I gingerly walked out of the station, dropped my bag, and paused to assess the situation. I had no

change of dress pants and I was running short of time. Nor did I warm to the thought of walking into
Marcus’s flat and announcing that I'd shat myself and could I have a change of dress pants please.
I felt the seat of my pants with my hand. It was dry. This was very good news. Perhaps I could excuse

myself to the bathroom at Marcus's, perform a quick clean-up, and smuggle the boxers back out of the
apartment.
I made my way down the street, my index finger and thumb keeping my pants as far from my

boxers as possible. If any seepage leaked from my boxers to my pants my plan was scuttled. After
what seemed an interminable waddle, I rang the bell at 40 West Square.
Marcus’s gorgeous Brazilian fiancée, Bel, opened the door.
“Sam!” she greeted me. “Come on in. Come meet my mother.”
“Oh God,” I thought. No doubt Bel's mother was an elegant lady, accustomed to navigating the cir-

cles of high society. “Yes, very nice to meet you too. What's that? You think something smells a little
foul? Could be me. I shat myself on the way over here. We Americans do it all the time.”
“Bel, I'm really sorry,” I said. “I've got to go to the bathroom really badly. I'll only be a

minute.”
“Sure, sure,” she replied. “No problem.”
I hustled up the stairs, dropped the duffel bag in the guest room, and hurried to the bathroom.

Taking a deep breath, I pulled my pants down and kicked them off. I felt the crotch. It was still dry. I
sniffed the crotch. It didn't smell. The boxers had held.
With judicious amounts of toilet paper and the handy use of the jet-spray nozzle on the shower han-

dle, I cleaned up. Only one question remained. What would I do with the boxers?
I considered stuffing them in my duffel bag, then decided against it. I didn't like the idea of my

soiled boxers mingling with all my freshly cleaned clothes. I looked to the Standard lying on the bath-
room floor. In my rush, I had carried it up the stairs with me. I thought for a moment. It was big enough
to do the job. The smell of ink and paper would mask the stench of my boxers. I could tuck it under
my arm as I left the flat and no one would notice. Until then, I'd keep it in the duffel bag. I opened
the Standard, sandwiched my boxers in the middle fold, unzipped my duffel bag, stuck the Standard
in between two tee-shirts, and zipped up the bag again.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...)

18th May 2009

Today
I heard

What I thought
I would never hear

In my life.

Today
I saw

An end to
What I feared

Would never end.

Today
I felt

So much…

Today…

Today
I will

Let the relief
Seep in.

Today
I will

Let myself dare
To hope.

Today
I will

Remember
What it cost.

Today
I will

Say a prayer
It will never happen again.

Today…

Yes, today,
I finally
I woke up
To peace.

To a country
United.

To a nation
Under one flag.
To a future

With promise.
To a place

That will be beautiful once more.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...)

TODAY...
A POEM BY SHAVERA SENEVIRATNE
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Feeling rather proud at the excellence of my smuggling plan and the speediness of my clean-up oper-
ation, I scampered downstairs. Free of any foul smells, I introduced myself to Bel's mother, sat
down as if to chat, and then checked the time on my cell phone with a bit of a flourish.
“Oh no! I've gotta go. Can't miss the grandmother's big birthday dinner. I wish I could stay but I'm

already late.” Bel and her mother smiled understandingly.
As I made my way to the door I exclaimed, half for myself and half for the benefit of the others,

“Oops, I've forgotten my Standard. Better go grab it!”
“Wouldn't want to forget that!” Bel shouted back as I ran up the stairs.
I quickly unzipped my duffel, grabbed the Standard, and tucked it very securely under my arm. I

strode down St. George’s Road and back to the Tube Station.
I made it to my grandparents’ flat right on time, called, “I'll just be a second,” as I opened the front

door, and dashed to my room, where I stuffed the Standard into my backpack. (I had no intention of
throwing away my favorite pairs of boxers.) Supper was at a fancy Italian place and though I longingly
eyed the numerous dishes my grandparents had piled in front of them, I restricted myself to a small
bowl of spaghetti. My stomach needed a break. As I picked at my spaghetti, I happily noticed that the
grumbles and growls emanating from my gut were quieter and less painful than before.
By bedtime, my stomach seemed to have settled. I was fairly confident that I would not need to make

an emergency middle of the night run to the toilet. I read for a bit, turned my light off, said a silent
prayer for my stomach and intestines, and fell asleep.
I woke late the next morning. I could hear my grandparents up already, tidying the apartment. I got

out of bed, tousled my hair, and shuffled to the bathroom. I splashed water on my face, grabbed a mag-
azine, and smiling, plopped down on the toilet. This was a good way to start the day.
I heard my grandfather call to my grandmother from the kitchen, “Honey, did you go out and

get last night’s Standard?”
I sat up on the toilet and listened carefully.
“No, but I think I saw Sam bring one up last night. I think he put it in his backpack.”
My grandfather clomped down the hall toward the guest room and my backpack, lying on its

side next to my unmade bed. I pictured him unzipping my backpack, flipping open the Standard, and
dropping it in a mixture of confusion and disgust as the boxers fell to the floor.
“Pondy,” I shouted, near frantically. “You really don't want to go get that Standard.”
He stopped. “Why not? I haven't read it yet.”
“Just trust me. I'll explain in a second. Let me get off the toilet,” I said as I reached for the toilet

paper.
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Yes, today
I watch

As it rains
For the first time

In weeks,
Washing away
The blood,
The hate,
The fear,
The horror,
The agony.

Today
I will believe,

Today
I will hope,

Today
I will dream,

Today
I will

Leave Yesterday behind
And

Await Tomorrow

Today…

Yes, today
There is faith,

Today
There is trust,

Today
There is optimism,
That Mother Lanka

Will be Paradise again…

Today
Change begins,

Today
Healing begins,

Today
We learn from Yesterday’s mistakes,

And rebuild for Tomorrow.

Yes,
Today
Is

Finally
Here.

The match bursts into majestic flame; yellow and orange
cascades pirouette together and fill the basement with
a warm glow.

His frail fingers are bitten by the heat. Nibbles at first,
then a gnawing as the fire bristles in voracious hunger.
He feels his nails quiver
and his heart stop
as he casts the match onto the heap of pages.

The scores before him grin and twinkle before cackling
as the embers snap and chew up the inked paper:
quavers,
coffee stains,
tear drops.

She had unlocked his heart, and he poured out his music to
honor the key. But even its gracious gold rusted.
His compositions were destined for choirs of angels -
and they sang as if to bring the heavens to her.

But to her, his music only sang a dirge.

VIRTUOSO
A POEM BY JONATHAN LINAny creative ideas

for literary spooks?
Think Halloween is
just a complete
joke? Let us know
how you feel about
the scariest day of

the year!

Contact linj or
senvirs to submit

your ideas!
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23

Syntax in Pig Latin

Esperanto 204

Rise of the Romance Novel

Shakespeare in Porn

Magical Realism in Everyday Life

Mad Libs Workshop

Not-Dead-Male Literature

The Poetry of Vinayak

Auteur Studies: Michael Bay

Analog Foundations

But Is It Art History?

Advanced Glass-blowing

Intermediate Morse Code

Elementary Shorthand

Spanglish

Engrish

Arts & lit

Calc 4

Calc ∞

Life in the Age of GoPrint

The Stats of Room Draw

Trebuchet Physics

Celiac-friendly Chemistry

Chemistry for Beat Poets

Blinding with Science

Rocks for Jocks

Bio for Bros

Defense Against the Dark Arts

Double Potions

The Science of Sleep

Anatomy of a Murder

Physiology of Pokémon

Will It Blend?

Judo for Pacifists

Dry Land Basket Weaving

American Social History, 1993-94

Power & Inequality at St. Olaf

Meth in American Society

Jesse James and Society

Gender in Sexuality

Sexuality in Philosophy

The Philosophy of Gender

The True Meaning of Life

Intro to Comps

Freshman Colloquium

Ethics in Beer Pong

The Zen of Quidditch

Ice bocce

Organized rest

Killer Animal Psychology

Animal Psychology

Intro to Parapsychology

Psychology of Feelings

Capitalism and Rotblatt

Comparative Streaking

Jurassic Economic History

Demography... In Space!

Quantum Hydroeconomics

Supermacroeconomics

Anthro of Catan

Linguisticz of lolcats

Rain, Spain, and Phonetics

The Sayles Economy

Semiotics of Postmodernism

Semantics of Modernism

Humanities & PE

Natural sciences

Social sciences

BY RACHEL FEINBERG, ALEX KINSEY, CHARLIE ROSENTHAL, LILY SCHIEBER, AND AND ANDREAS STOEHR
Are you fed up with Carleton’s old-hat academic offerings? Do you think your college is run by a bunch of stuffed-shirt fuddy-duddies who don’t know what skills
are necessary to succeed in today’s go-go economy? Well, have we got the Bracket for you! Here are 64 classes you might see in the academic catalog, someday.

Think you know how best to revamp the curriculum? Fill out this bracket and return it to box 296. Next week in the bracket: 82 Ways to Write Exponents!
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PPLLEEAASSEE  RREECCYYCCLLEE  YYOOUURR  CCAARRLL

03 DOORMAT
Good beer • Bad beer • Beer-brewing at Carleton • Beer

08 SOCIETY
To re-hook-up or not to re-hook-up? • Yuanpu is cooler and
dresses better than you • An open letter to Carleton DJs • 

11 ARTS & LIT
Discover your professors’ deepest, darkest literary secrets

12 FEATURE
Après Oden, le déluge

15 MUSIC
Black Milk: surprisingly sweet • Remixes reconsidered

16 CINEMA
Female auteurs!! • A foxy look at cinematic colleges • TV in
the Cinema section? Oh, yeah! • The Film Floor on westerns,
pilgrim • Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Nebbish

21 WORDS
London calling • Carl poets get their muse on

23 BRACKET
What fictional classes would you take?
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